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Charlie,

I want to make sure you saw this...

You see, eveiy so often now, I'm sharing a tips article - udng good ol' fashioiied
snail mail - that's had a big impact on my subscribers' marketing efforts.

Why snail mail?

Well, it's not always possible for everyone to see the stuff I share via email arid on
my website. Plus, it's just plain fun dropping items in the mail for people (and the
response rate is tough to beat).

So here's the deal with my latest tip:

Ever notice how Amazon seems to know exactly what you need?

You look at an item and then you instantly start seeing similar products
suggested. Sometimes it's as if tĥ  know what you want before jyou do.

Well, let me share with you a simple way to steal this approach, so you pull
more qualified leads from your website...

It's a tactic 1 admittedly don't use enough. In fact, I was ji 1st reminded of it v\ hile
critiquing a bunch of marketing pieces after a recent training.

In addition to going through a radio script, several landing pages, direct-mail
letters and even a billboard, 1 reviewed content on a couple websites.

On one site, 1 was asked for suggestions on how to conveii: more website visitors
into leads. One of my ideas involved what's called a "content upgrade."

Basically, all you do is offer a bonus piece of related information near the
end of an educational article or post that visitors can dowiload in exchange fir an
emai l address.

They key is, your "upgrade" should be information that's extremelv specific I0 the
content your visitors just consumed.

Please note, you don't just add an opt-in for a general guide or special report.

So, for example, with the website 1 mentioned earlier, onp page discussed what to
expect when going to a divorce court hearing.
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